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HOW TO PHRASE A
SPEECH
Note-The student will observe that the
length of the printed line is too short occassionally to contain the whole phrase.
A run-over part is not to be considered as
a new phrase._
To be able to group one's words for
the greatest effectiveness is a mastery to
be earnestly sought after. Exactness of
meaning and force of significance are very
largely dependent. upon correct phrasing.
The placing of the pause is an important
matter. Experiment will show that the
shifting of the place of the pa use has the
effect of changing the meaning in some
way or degree, or of shifting the emphasis.
For the purpose of making this matter clear through the actual phrasing
of a speech, carefully read the phrasing
[ 1]
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of the oration on '' The Labor Question''
by Wendell Phillips.
Gentlemen,
I feel honored by this welcome of your
organization,
and especially so when I consider
that the marvelously rapid success
of the political strength of the labor
movement
especially in New England,
is due mainly to this organization.
This shows us the phrasing of the first
paragraph. Each line represents a single
vocal phrase, with a pause of greater or
less length following. The phrase is to be
pronounced as a long word, and if written
as it should be pronounced, would appear
as follows:
Gentlemen,
Ifeelhono red bythiswelcomeofyourorganiza tion,
andespeciallysowhenlconsider
tha tthemarvelouslyra pidsuccess
ofthepoliticalstrengthofthelabormovement
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especiallyinN e,vEngland,
isduemainlytothisorganiza tion.
Let it be noted that ,each phrase has as a
rule but one accent. Now and then a
phrase may have two, or very rarely, three
accents. There is, ho-,\rever, in each phrase
but one prin1ary accent, the other being of
lesser value. The accent is merely one
n1ode of sho,ving the relative importance of
thoughts. Let it further be noted, that the
punctuation does not ahvays decide ,vhere
the pauses are to appear,-that is where a
phrase ends. There ,vill be times when
pauses co1ne at points w·here no punctuation appears, and again no pause at the
place of a punctuation mark.
Another observation: In the first illustration note that phrases four and five
might be combined into one phrase to read:
'' that the marvelously rapid success of
the political strength of the labor
moven1ent. ''
Compare the pl1rasing just made with
that aboYe, " . herein t". o phrases are used,
noting the difference in the effect. Read
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the t,vo phrasings aloud studying carefully the difference. The use of the pause
after ''success'' places a stronger emphasis upon that. word and also prepares
the attention more fullv
., for that which is
to follow. Thus the pause does two things:
It is a means of emphasis, and it is also a
means of preparing the hearer's attention
more fully for the thought to follow. Many
times there will be no other purpose in the
use of the pause than this latter one.
Continuing the phrasing:

I stand in the presence of a 1nomentous· power.
I am told that you represent
from seventy thousand to one hundred
thousand men,
here and elsewhere.
Think of it!
A hundred thousand men.
They can dictate the fate of the nation.
Give me one hundred thousand men
who are in earnest,
who get hold of the great question of
labor,
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and having hold of it,
grapple ,vith it,
and rip it open,
and invest it with light,
gathering the facts,
piercing the brains about them
and crowding those brains ,vith the
facts,-then I know,
sure as fate,
though I may not live to see it,
that they will certainly conquer this
nation in t,venty years.
It is impossible that they should not.
And that is your power, gentlemen.
A caution needs to be given at this point.
The student is not to be misled by this
work in phrasing into an idea that each
phrase is to be spoken as a single isolated
assertion. The sentence is the entire unit,
and phrases but sub-units. It is the sum of
the sub-units which makes the entire
thought of the sentence. The pauses will
all be, really, very short in duration, and it
is to be avoided that the voice take the
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movement that it does at the end of an
assertion, or at a period unless the thought
is complete. It will be seen, too, that sometimes there is not an actual pause, but only
a sustaining of the tone for the merest
111oment. Illustration of this point will
be found in the following, taken from the
phrasing above, the tone being sustained
slightly at the end of ''represent:''
"I am told that you represent
from seventy thousand to one hundred
thousand men.''
This phrasing is not absolute. It is very
true that the two phrases might be combined into one phrase without even the
slightest sustaining of the tone after the
,vord ''represent.''
Another point is to be observed. Use
this phrase for illustration:
'' that they ,vill certainly conquer this..
nation in twenty years."
The last two words of the phrase, as
pronounced, are grouped more closely than
the other ,vords, although there appears
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no pause aft.er the word "in.'' "Twenty
years'' represents a unit of time. The
thought is not that the nation will be conquered in twenty, rather than in ten or in
thirty years. Nor does the expression
n1ean that the conquering will occur in
t,venty years rather than in twenty days,
or in t\venty months. Neither of the two
,vords is discriminative in its meaning, so
neither word ,vill receive an accent that
discrhninates, such as:
'' Call upon this man, not that one,''
but the t,vo ,vords ,vill be pronounced almost ,vithout any accent upon either word.
Continuing the phrasing:
Let me tell you why I am interested
in the Labor Question.
Not siinply because of the long hours
of labor;
not simply because of the specific oppression of a class;
I sympathize ,vith the sufferers there;
I am ready to fight on their side.
But I look out upon Christendom,

8
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with its three hundred millions of
people,
and I see that out of this number of
people,
one hundred millions never had
enough to eat.
Physiologists tell us that this body of
ours,
unless it is properly fed,
properly developed,
fed with rich blood and carefully
nourished,
does no justice to the brain.
You cannot make a bright or a good
man in a starved body;
and so this one-third of the inhabitants of Christendom,
who have never had food enough,
can never be what they should be.
In studying the phrasing of the last
paragraph, it will be noted that the complete thoughts are rather numerous, and
further, that as far as punctuation is concerned, a semicolon is often used to indicate a complete thought, as is also the
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period. The thing to be a voided is the
giving to a related incomplete thought
the same utterance that the complete
thought receives. At the end of a phrase
that is incomplete there is a sustaining of
the voice, while the complete thought,
when a direct assertion, receives the downward-moving pitch known as the falling
infleotion.
Continuing the phrasing:
Now, I say,
that the social civilization (very slight
suspense rather than a full pause)
which condemns every third man in it
(very slight suspense)
to be below the average in the nourishm-ent God prepared for him,
did not come from above;
it came from below;
and the sooner it
goes down, the better.
Come on this side of the ocean.
You will find forty millions of people,
and I suppose they are in the highest
state of civilization,
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and yet it is not too much to say,
that, out of that forty millions,
ten millions, at least,
who get up in the morning and go to
bed at night,
spend all the day in the mere effort to
get bread enough to live.
They have not enough elasticity,
mind or body,
left to do anything in the way of intellectual or moral progress.
It is probable that the second, third
and fourth phrases in this last paragraph might be spoken as one phrase, the
thought is so close. But it is believed that
a slight suspense at the points mentioned
"rill be advantageous both to better understanding of the thought and better handling of the breath.
A skip is made to the last paragraph:
If you want power in this country;
if you want to make yourself felt;
if you do not ,vant your children to
,vai t long years
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before- they have the bread on the
table they ought to have,
the leisure in their lives they ought
to have,
the opportunities in life they ought to
have;
if you do not ,\..,ant to wait yourselves,-,vrite on your banner (suspense)
so that every political trimmer can
read it,
so that every politician (suspense)
no matter how shortsighted he may
be (suspense)
can read it,
''We never for get!
If you launch the arrow of sarcasm at
labor,
we, never for get;
if there is a division in Congress
and you throw your vote on the wrong
scale,
we never for get.
You may go down on your knees, and
say,
'I am sorry I did the act;'
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and we will say,
'It will avail you in Heaven,
but on this side of the grave, never!' ''
Note the similarity of form of the first
three phrases, and of the second three
phrases. There is this rule, that thought
similar in form takes similarity of sentence
structure, and similar thought expressed in
similar form takes similar vocal form.
Begin with the sentences in the Text
Book, '' Selected Speeches for Practice,''
11nd phrase most of the shorter excerpts. Be
sure to write out the phrasing so that the
aid of the eye can be had in judging its
correctness.

EXERCISES.
These cxercisesi are provided as a means of testing
the students' knowledge of the subject and for training through actual practice. Exercises are not to be
sent back to the School.

1. vVrite out the phrasing as illustrated
in this Lesson, of at least three of the
Short Speeches in Text Book '' Selected
Speeches for Practice.''
2. Now, select three other of the Short
Speeches and read them aloud with the
idea of seeing how quickly the eye cari discover the thought phrase units, thus enabling the voice to make the pauses at the
proper places.
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"To think we are able is almost to be

so. The nerve which never relaxesthe thought that never wanders-the
purpose which never wavers-these are
the masters of victory:•
-S. Smiles.
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